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Description: The Twitter Chat was developed as a follow-up to the VoiceThread portion of the lesson. The five questions used during the Twitter Chat were created based upon the responses in our VoiceThread lesson. Using the hashtag, #SSMethodsChat, students could ‘tweet’ to weigh in both their opinions and knowledge based what they learned from the readings and lesson.

Twitter Chat Questions:

1) How as MS educators can we teach from mult. perspectives while not attacking the beliefs of generations who experienced it? #SSMethodsChat

2) Based off the reading, which survivor would you want to quote within your class? What effect would this have? #SSMethodsChat

3) This is a newspaper published in Japan in 1948. What do you think "No more Hiroshimas" might mean? #SSMethodsChat

4) Would you feel comfortable teaching this American 1940s perspective to a class that included students from Japan? #SSMethodsChat

5) Would you feel comfortable teaching this American 1940s perspective to a class that included students from Japan? #SSMethodsChat